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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a simulation model of a liquid fuel 
supplier operating on the Ohio River.  Each day, orders ar-
rive for six different fuel types at six different locations.  
The goal of this study was to determine the appropriate 
number of tow boats required to meet the demand for fuels.  
The system was analyzed using Arena and OptQuest. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this model was to determine the best con-
figuration and schedule of dedicated tows to deliver vol-
umes of six liquid fuel products to six distinct locations.  
To accomplish this goal, we had to determine the number 
of dedicated boats required to meet the demand for fuel, 
including having a pool of available barges vs. dedicated 
tows made up of dedicated barges and boats.  The six liq-
uid petroleum commodities and their respective code used 
in the model are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1:  Petroleum Product Codes 
Product Code 
Oxygenated Unleaded Regular O_ULR 
Oxygenated Unleaded Premium O_ULP 
Conventional Unleaded Regular C_ULR 
Conventional Unleaded Premium C_ULP 
Low Sulfur #2 LS_2 
High Sulfur #2 HS_2 

 
The fuels are delivered to six locations on the river 

system.  All trips begin and end at Mt. Vernon.  The spe-
cific demands, in barrels per day, for the six products at 
the six locations are shown in Table 2.  Owensboro, Lou-
isville, and Cincinnati are upriver of Mt. Vernon, while 
Paducah is downriver. 
 The configuration of a tow is as follows; a tow is made 
up of four barges, a barge is made up of 10 tanks (two each 
 
of five different sizes).  A barge can be loaded with either 
all diesel or all non-diesel fuel.  This means a barge can 
have any number of tanks of LS_2 and HS_2 but diesel 
and non-diesel cannot be mixed within a barge.  However, 
diesel and non-diesel can be mixed within a tow. 
 Initial modeling assumptions included:  

1. The supply location, Mt. Vernon, never runs out 
of fuel. 

2. Barges are loaded at a rate of 5000 bbls/hr, 1 
barge at a time. 

3. Barges are unloaded at a rate of 2800 bbls/hr, 1 
barge at a time. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE  
SIMULATION MODEL 

The Arena model works as follows.  Each fuel level at each 
location is represented by a variable.  Each day an entity is 
created for each fuel at each location.  This entity decre-
ments the level of the variable representing the level of that 
fuel type for that particular location.  Figure 1 shows an 
example of the create submodels.  For example, the de-
mand for C_ULR at the Node 4 location is 1114 bbls./day, 
so following the logic in Figure 1, the create node gener-
ates one entity every 24 hours.  That entity reduces the 
level of the on-hand inventory of C_ULR Owensboro(4) 
by 1114 bbls then is assigned two attributes called 
Fuel_Type and Destination_ID.  These attributes are later 
used for decisions, batching, etc.  The entity then arrives at 
the decision node where it can either be disposed or sent on 
to batch an order to replenish the on-hand inventory of 
C_ULR Owensboro(4).  If the level of the on hand inven-
tory is below a set reorder point, the entity can now be 
thought of as an order to replenish inventory.  If the level 
of inventory is above the reorder point, we�ve already dec-
remented the level of the inventory, so the entity is dis-
posed.  The assign node is used to increment the total  
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Table 2:  Petroleum Demand Quantities by Location 
Destination C_ULP C_ULR HS_2 LS_2 O_ULP O_ULR 
Cincinnati(1) 2732 10764 2236 1262 470 2539 
Louisville(2) 758 2990     
Louisville(3) 1183 5962 1623  700 3787 
Owensboro(4) 205 1144     
Owensboro(5) 58 699 264 449   
Paducah(7) 1115 5886     

 

 

 
Figure 1:  Example of Create Submodel  
 

orders in the system and manipulate other statistics.  The 
entity reads the size of the tank it will be seizing from 
�strapping tables� in space delimited text format.  Each 
barge has either 8 or 10 tanks of varying sizes. 
 Figure 2 shows an example of the further logic in the 
model.  The first Decide Module is used to separate the 
diesel fuel from the non-diesel fuel.  Recall that a barge 
can be loaded with either all diesel or all non-diesel fuel; 
this means that we are not allowed to mix diesel and non-
diesel within a barge.  We can, however, mix diesel and 
non-diesel within a tow.  When the two main categories of 
fuel are separated, the entities are batched in sizes of 10 to 
form barges.  Four barges are then batched together to 
form a tow.  The tow is now a complete shipment ready for 
loading and transport.  The batch seizes a boat and is de-
layed for loading for 20 hrs.  The tows, made up of four 
barges, have a capacity of 100,000 bbls.  The tow is then 
delayed for the appropriate travel time to its destination.  
The delay for unloading at the destination is next.  The tow 
is unbatched into the four barges, next the four barges are 
unbatched into the forty entities.  Each entity is then routed 
to the appropriate Assign Module based on its attributes, 
where it decrements the total number of orders in the sys-
tem and increments the level of inventory.  The forty enti-
ties are batched back together and delayed for the travel 
time back to Node 6, where the boat is released. 
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Figure 2: Further Model Logic Example 

 

3 DEVELOPMENT OF A  
CRITERION MODEL 

One purpose of this paper is to illustrate how a variety of 
criterion models can be interfaced with a simulation model 
of a system.   
 Optimization of a system through the use of a simula-
tion model is difficult for several reasons, including: 

1. Typically a simulation model can output a large 
number of conflicting performance measures for a 
system.  It is a rare situation for a design to yield a 
good set of values for all of the performance meas-
ures; i.e., tradeoffs must be made among the per-
formance measures in choosing a particular design.  
A criterion model can be used to implicitly repre-
sent the tradeoffs that a decision maker is willing to 
make among the performance measures. 

2. Since a simulation model is used to implicitly rep-
resent the relationships between the control vari-
ables and the performance measures of the relevant 
system, one does not have access to a closed-form 
algebraic representation of this relationship, unless 
one is willing to use the simulation model to de-
velop some type of �metamodel�.  This fact limits 
the choice of optimization techniques available. 

3. In addition to not being of a closed form, the rela-
tionship referred to above is typically of an uncer-
tain nature.  That is, one can only obtain estimates 
of parameter values associated with random vari-
ables, along with associated confidence intervals.  
Hence, in developing a criterion model for a par-
ticular design situation, one must account for the 
inherent risk/uncertainty. 

 In the petroleum transportation model discussed 
above, potential decision variables would include 36 reor-
der point values (one for each combination of the six prod-
ucts and the six destinations), along with the number of 
tows.  Potential performance measures would include: 

1. The number of lost sales due to a �stock-out�. 
2. Variable transportation costs (related to total dis-

tance traveled by the tows). 
3. Fixed transportation costs (related to the number 
of tows used in the system). 

4. The carrying charges associated with the invento-
ries of petroleum. 

 As with all inventory design problems involving un-
certain demand and lead times for inventory delivery, there 
is an inherent conflict between minimizing the costs asso-
ciated with maintaining inventory and maximizing the 
level of customer service. 
 Any one of several different criterion models could be 
used to address the tradeoffs that the decision maker is 
willing to make among the objectives.  For example, one 
might use a model that minimizes the expected costs asso-
ciated with categories two, three and four above subject to 
constraints on lost sales and on the width of the confidence 
interval associated with expected cost.  Another criterion 
model might involve the maximization of expected utility, 
where utility would be a function of two performance 
measures, or attributes: expected cost, and number of lost 
sales.  One advantage of using a utility function is that it 
would implicitly account for the uncertainty in the per-
formance measure values (for a particular set of values for 
the control variables) and the resulting risk that the deci-
sion maker is willing to take. 
 Our initial experimentation with OptQuest, described 
below, involved a relatively simple criterion model in 
which the number of lost sales was to be minimized. 

4 EXPERIMENTATION  
WITH OPTQUEST 

With very little modification to the Arena model, we were 
able to create a scheduling tool that could be used to aid to 
company in their order fulfillment and scheduling opera-
tions.  The main drawback of this scheduling tool is that it 
takes the input of the user and forecasts how the system will 
behave based on those inputs.  As a result, we can be quite 
confident that we are failing to find a very good solution.  
For example, we set the reorder points based on experimen-
tation with different levels and the effects of said levels.  
This meant that our solution may have been good, but not 
necessarily optimal.  The model was further enhanced to en-
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able the use of OptQuest to determine the appropriate levels 
for the reorder points.  The objective of the example consid-
ered in this paper is to determine the optimal reorder points 
for six different types of liquid fuels at six different locations 
on the Ohio River.  The upper bound on each reorder point 
was set at 150,000 bbls.  An example of the Control Selec-
tion screen of OptQuest is shown in Figure 3. 
 The model was also modified to include an additional 
variable, called penalty.  Whenever any of the fuel invento-
ries drops below zero at any location, the value of penalty 
is incremented by 1.  Our objective was to minimize the 
value of penalty, thus minimizing the number of stock outs 
experienced.  The Objective and Requirements Selection 
screen is shown below in Figure 4. 
 The optimization was run for 1 hour and the best result 
for the reorder point was obtained.  Since this was to be a 
new contract for ACBL, the model assumed no inventory at 
the start of simulation, so some stock outs would inevitably 
occur.  The model was then further modified to read in the 
results of the optimization to set the reorder points for the 
various fuels.  We then ran the model again, generating a 
schedule to show ACBL not only how to deliver to best 
meet the demand for fuels, but also how long they could ex-
pect the transient period of stock outs to last.  Figure 5 
shows the best results obtained using OptQuest. 

 The results from OptQuest were then used to 
prime the Arena simulation model.  The simulation model 
was modified to write the inventory levels, i.e. the values 
of the various variables, of each fuel at each location every 
12 hours.  The time persistent values of theses inventory 
levels are shown in Figure 6.  As shown in Figure 6, we 
can expect a transient stock-out period to last approxi-
mately 3000 hrs.  ACBL would probably choose to use 
more towboats during this time period to minimize the 
stock outs.  The model does show that 3 towboats will 
handle the demand for fuel once we move past the transient 
period of building inventories. 
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Figure 3:  Control Selection Screen from OptQuest 
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Figure 4:  Objective and Requirements Selection Screen from OptQuest 
 

 
Figure 5:  Output from OptQuest 
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Figure 6:  Fuel Inventory Levels 
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